
   DESCRIPTION    

Tea molding machine is mainly used for pressing and molding of various granular (pearl-
shaped) tea leaves, such as oolong tea (Tieguanyin), lotus leaf tea, mulberry leaf tea, and
other herbal teas.
The tea leaves are easy to stock and the internal fragrance is not easily lost.

   ADVANTAGE    

1. Integrated design, large-enclosed appearance, with moving bottom wheel, overall beautiful
and practical
2. The main structural steel plate of the whole machine adopts Q345B high strength steel
plate.
3. The contact part with the material is made of 2mm 304 stainless steel plate to ensure the
sanitary standard.
4. Unique inner cavity size design makes the material forming speed faster and improves
work efficiency
5. The cover plate has a bolt to ensure that the support structure of the clamshell cylinder is
not stressed when the cover is stressed, and the main structure is prevented from being
damaged.
6. The pressure control of the double flow channel makes the adjustment of the pressure
easy and convenient.
7. Fully automatic control system and pressure sensing device make operation easier
8. Phase sequence protection is adopted, and the motor protection is in place when the
phase is missing.

   SPECIFICATION 
  

Granular Tea Molding Machine specification list:

Model 6CCXJ-6080
Dimensions 1760×1870×1600 mm

Inner cavity size 800×600×250 mm
Minimum size of material molding 300×100×250 mm

Pressurization method Hydraulic
Maximum pressure 16 MPa

Driving power 5.5 kW
Motor speed 1400 r/min

Rated Voltage 380 V

If you have special need, it can be customized according to the needs of customers.

   PHOTOS    

https://www.delijx.com/product/automatic-type-granular-tea-molding-froming-shaping-machine-dl-6ccxj-6080-automatic-granular-tea-leaf-shaping-forming-molding-machine


   CONTACT    

If you are interested in this product, please contact us to get the
price.

↑ ↑ Click the icon to get the latest price directly ↑ ↑

https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=+8618120033767&text=I want know the price of this product : DL-6CCXJ-6080
https://m.me/Shayehuangteamachinery


↓ ↓  You can also leave your contact information at the bottom.
We usually contact you in about 10 minutes ↓ ↓


